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Abstract
As of 28 January 2022, Filecoin is ranked as the first capital-
ized storage-oriented cryptocurrency. In this system, miners
dedicate their storage space to the network and verify transac-
tions to earn rewards. Nowadays, Filecoin’s network capacity
has surpassed 15 exbibytes.

In this paper, we propose three temporary block withhold-
ing attacks to challenge Filecoin’s expected consensus (EC).
Specifically, we first deconstruct EC following old-fashioned
methods (which have been widely developed since 2009) to
analyze the advantages and disadvantages of EC’s design. We
then present three temporary block withholding schemes by
leveraging the shortcomings of EC. We build Markov Deci-
sion Process (MDP) models for the three attacks to calculate
the adversary’s gains. We develop Monte Carlo simulators to
mimic the mining strategies of the adversary and other miners
and indicate the impacts of the three attacks on expectation.
As a result, we show that our three attacks have significant
impacts on Filecoin’s mining fairness and transaction through-
put. For instance, when honest miners who control more than
half the global storage power assemble their tipsets after the
default transmission cutoff time, an adversary with 1% of
the global storage power is able to launch temporary block
withholding attacks without a loss in revenue, which is rare in
existing blockchains. Finally, we discuss the implications of
our attacks and propose several countermeasures to mitigate
them.

1 Introduction

Inspired by Bitcoin [21], many cryptocurrencies have been
created to not only solve the Byzantine Generals problem [17]
in the asynchronous and permissionless network, but also ac-
complish other goals, such as supporting smart contract [32],
preserving user privacy [19, 25], and decentralizing stor-
age [2,31,33]. In the past few years, many emerging technolo-
gies have been created and developed in these orientations.

Filecoin is not only a decentralized ledger, but also the
leading decentralized storage platform. By combining an in-

centive mechanism (i.e., coin reward) and a low-level storage
verification mechanism (i.e., proof of storage [13]), Filecoin
has successfully integrated more than 15 exbibytes of decen-
tralized storage. Broadly speaking, the core design of File-
coin’s consensus layer is called Expected Consensus (EC),
which comprises many mechanisms and protocols. EC mainly
includes the Proof-of-Spacetime (PoSt) mechanism, the Di-
rected Acyclic Graph (DAG)-based ledger extension mech-
anism (i.e., more than one block of transactions can be gen-
erated and confirmed at each round), and the Proof-of-Stake
(PoS)-based leader selection (i.e., the probability that the par-
ticipant can be elected as the leader to generate blocks is
based on her storage power).

Despite the success of Filecoin in the last few years, there
is a lack of formal analysis of its consensus layer. In this
paper, we first conduct a novel study analyzing EC’s unique
design, with a focus on its impact on system security and
performance. We follow traditional methods to evaluate EC’s
security bounds [4, 9, 14, 21, 26, 29]. We then propose three
temporary block-withholding (TBW) attacks to challenge
EC’s security and performance. Our first attack, TBW Attack
1.0, anchors the threshold of breaking EC’s mining fairness
in the perfect implementation where every participant but
the adversary obeys the default setting. Our second attack,
TBW Attack 2.0, splits the honest miners and creates conflict
between them by leveraging some miners’ rationality. As
a consequence, the adversary is able to lower the threshold
for launching an attack. Our third attack, TBW Attack 3.0, is
more threatening. It executes an action, Front Epoch Predic-
tion, to further reduce the threshold of breaking the system’s
mining fairness. For instance, when more than half of the
network storage is controlled by rational honest miners who
update their tipsets after the default transmission cutoff time,
an adversary with 1% of the network storage power is able to
launch an attack, which is rare in proof-of-work (PoW) based
blockchains. To evaluate the impacts of our three attacks, we
use two well-established metrics, adversary’s revenue share
and stale block rate. We demonstrate that TBW attacks are
threatening to EC’s security and performance.
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We make the following contributions:

• To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work to
analyze Filecoin’s consensus layer in a generic way by
considering the properties that have been widely ana-
lyzed in PoW-based cryptocurrencies, which helps to
improve our understanding of EC.

• Our three attacks are novel in Filecoin. With theoreti-
cal and experimental analyses, we indicate the impacts
of TBW attacks in this novel decentralized consensus
protocol (EC) and point out the vulnerability of EC’s
design.

• We present insights about the impacts of such attacks
and provide mitigating countermeasures.

Disclosure. We have disclosed our findings to Protocol
Labs. The time delay between Filecoin network and drand
network has been shortened to mitigate TBW Attack 3.01. The
default cutoff time has been increased to the 15th second of
the epoch to mitigate TBW Attack 2.0.

2 Related Work

Block withholding was first proposed by M. Rosenfeld [28]
in 2011. It was mainly recognized as the dishonest behaviors
of sub miners in Bitcoin’s mining pools. At that time, two
types of block withholding behaviors were defined: “sabo-
tage” and “lie in wait”. The former means permanent block
withholding, in which the sub miners never release the blocks
in the target pool but enjoy the share from others, while the
latter represents the temporary block withholding in which
sub miners postpone block submission in order to increase
their revenue.

Selfish mining [9] was proposed by Eyal and Sirer in 2013.
Selfish mining considers more complicated temporary block
withholding strategies (i.e., the adversary temporarily with-
holds leading blocks and felicitously releases them) of mining
pools in Bitcoin. With different actions of selfish mining, the
adversary with sufficient hash power may compromise Bit-
coin’s security.

For brevity, we consider only temporary block withholding
of pools (or solo miners). Analyzing block withholding of
sub miners in a pool is beyond the scope of the paper.

In the past decade, such temporary block withholding at-
tacks have been widely studied in PoW blockchains [1, 9, 10,
14,21,22,29]. Such attacks normally have significant impacts
on system security and performance. Preventing temporary
block withholding attacks has become the key challenge in
designing decentralized consensus protocols [3,15,18,27]. Re-
cently, several temporary block withholding attacks have been
proposed in Ethereum’s PoS beacon chain [24, 30], which ex-
tend the scope of impact of such attacks.

1https://github.com/filecoin-project/lotus/pull/8606

3 Expected Consensus

This section introduces background knowledge about EC.

3.1 Leader Election
In EC, miners contribute their storage space to the network.
In turn, their storage power is verified by a Proof-of-Storage
mechanism [13] and recorded in a power table (which is
built to maintain membership; see Filecoin’s specifications
for more details2). Each round, miners request the random-
ness beacon from drand (an independent network that gener-
ates trustworthy random numbers periodically; see Filecoin’s
specifications for more details3) as the input of an election
function 2. Let RBi be the ith randomness beacon. To de-
cide whether they are elected, miners need to execute, first,
a VRF function vr f .digesti = V RF(RBi)

4; and second, an
SHA256 function H(vr f .digesti) for the purpose of calculat-
ing probability. The miner is elected as the leader only when
the following condition is satisfied:

H(vr f .digesti)
2256 < 1− e−µ∗β (1)

where µ denotes the expected number of successful attempts
to solve the puzzle that can be selected in each epoch. (Each
successful attempt is counted as a winning event, which is
named WinCount. This is different from normal blockchains,
where a successful attempt represents a block in general). The
right side of 1 represents the difficulty of the miner being
elected, which is determined by that miner’s storage power
share β. As long as the miner is elected leader, she is able to
obtain more than one WinCount. After the miner is elected,
the difficulty of obtaining WinCounts increases recursively,
which is shown in 2.

H(vr f .digesti)
2256 < 1−

j=n−1

∑
j=0

(
(µ∗β) j ∗ e−µ∗β

j!
),n≥ 1 (2)

where n denotes the number of WinCounts the miner can
obtain. It is obvious that the mining difficulty increases as n
increases.

3.2 Block Generation and Validation
As long as the miner is elected leader, she can produce the
block. To do so, the miner needs to assemble all required
messages to execute the hash function (Eq. 3) to calculate
the block’s Content Identifier, or CID. Afterward, the leader
disseminates the block’s CID and corresponding signed mes-
sages to the network so that other participants can verify if the

2https://spec.filecoin.io/#section-glossary.power-table
3https://spec.filecoin.io/#section-libraries.drand
4https://spec.filecoin.io/#section-glossary.vrf
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block is valid (i.e., check the leader’s legality and verify the
block’s contents). Even though the block-generation scheme
of EC differs from existing schemes, similarity (e.g., blocks
are linked by a hash algorithm) still exists at a high level. We
introduce the unique features of EC’s block generation as
follows.

3.2.1 Best base selection

Each leader needs to select a collection of previous blocks as
the base of her new block in DAG. This base is named tipset
in EC. In order to confirm that her new block can be appended
to the heaviest branches in DAG (only the heaviest branches
can be rewarded), each leader is incentivized to collect blocks
in the previous epoch as much as possible.

3.2.2 Proof of Spacetime (PoSt)

As long as the base is selected, the leader needs to verify
updates to the storage that were referenced in the base (i.e., a
collection of previous blocks) to achieve consistency in the
storage network (see Filecoin Spec for details5).

3.2.3 Epoch time

Each epoch is set to last 30 seconds. Leaders are constrained
to finish block production within this time bound. In general,
the best base selection is suggested to be finished within
a default transmission cutoff time, and the remaining time
is for proving validity and consistency of the storage space.
Miners might use differing strategies in the epoch to optimize
their effectiveness at producing blocks. We discuss possible
strategies in Section 5, 6, 7.

3.3 Ledger’s Structure

Formally speaking, EC derives an optimized DAG-based tree
as ledger’s structure, where each block has one or multiple par-
ents. A chain of tipsets is selected by the weighting function
to incentivize miners to work on extending the heaviest chain
of tipsets and ensure that the storage network is supported by
the majority storage power.

3.3.1 Block and the DAG of blocks

Each block contains a header and a body6. Here, we empha-
size that blocks are linked via CIDs. In EC, each block has an
unique CID, which is calculated through the hash function:

CID(Bei, j) = Hash(CID(Bei−1,1),CID(Bei−1,2), ...,

CID(Bei−1,k),contents)
(3)

5https://spec.filecoin.io/#section-algorithms.pos.post
6https://spec.filecoin.io/#section-systems.filecoin_blockchain

where, Bei−1,1,Bei−1,2, ...,Bei−1,k note Bei, j’s parent blocks, and
contents represent other messages included in the block. The
structure of the ledger is illustrated in Fig. 1, where each block
must reference at least one previously discovered block to
achieve ledger consistency. To optimize network throughput,
miners are incentivized to reference as many legal parent
blocks as possible in their newly proposed blocks.

cutoff cutoff cutoff

...

...

Figure 1: The DAG-based tree of blocks in EC. e0,e1,e2,e3
represent the 4 adjacent epochs, and related blocks in each
epoch are denoted by rectangles. “cutoff” denotes the default
time for miners to stop combining the blocks that were gen-
erated in the previous epoch. Please be aware that the blocks
that are generated in epoch en will be released in epoch en+1.
Thus, publicly visible blocks in en+1 are always the blocks
that were generated in en.

3.3.2 Tipset and the chain of tipsets

In each epoch, a tipset is defined as a collection of blocks
that have the same parent blocks. Ideally, all newly discov-
ered blocks in epoch en should have the same parent blocks
in epoch en−1. However, due to network delays or some
deviations, different newly discovered blocks in epoch en
might have different parents, which would lead to multiple
tipsets in epoch en. As shown in Fig. 1, block Be2,1 and Be2,2
have different sets of parents (i.e., tipsets) {Be1,1,Be1,2} and
{Be1,1,Be1,2,Be1,3}. Therefore, they cannot be included in the
same tipset, which causes a fork. Whoever produces the block
in e3 must decide to extend either Be2,1 or Be2,2.

3.4 Weighting Function
EC’s weighting function is made to solve the forks between
the chains of tipsets. Only the heaviest block will be accepted
and included in the main chain in each epoch. The main
idea of the weighting function is to incentivize miners to
persistently provide storage services for clients in the network.
It is determined as follows:

w(Tet , j) = w(Tet−1,p)+(wp f (Tet , j)+wp f (Tet , j)∗

nwc(Tet , j)∗
τ

µ
)∗28 (4)

where w(Tet , j) and w(Tet−1,p) represent the weight of the jth

tipset in the tth epoch and the weight of the pth tipset in the
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(t− 1)th epoch, and Tet−1,p is the parent of Tet , j. wp f (Tet , j)
denotes the factor of the total storage power referenced in
Tet , j, which is equal to the binary length of the total storage
power minus 1. wp f (Tet , j) represents WPowerFactor, defined
in EC7). nwc(Te1, j) denotes the number of WinCount in Tet , j,
τ is the ratio between WPowerFactor and WBlocksFactor, and
µ denotes the number of expected WinCount at each round.

4 Warm Up: Deconstructing EC Following
Old-Fashioned Methods

This section analyzes EC through an angle that considers well-
defined properties and challenges of PoW) based cryptocur-
rencies. For comparison, the advantages and disadvantages
of EC are discussed. We provide an overview of leveraging
EC’s “Achilles’ heel” to launch temporary block-withholding
attacks at the end of this section.

4.1 Gambler’s Ruin Problem on EC

Probabilistic consensus protocols have been widely studied in
the past decade. They are keys to solving the Byzantine Gen-
erals’ problem in asynchronous and permissionless networks.
Nakamoto S. was the first to use the probabilistic Gambler’s
Ruin model to prove the weak/eventual consistency assuming
an honest majority [21]. Precisely, the adversary with less
than 50% of the global hash power who withholds her blocks
would eventually fail to compete with the public chain.

In EC, the Gambler’s Ruin model is more complicated
than Bitcoin’s mainly because 1) the round of competition
is defined by epoch, not by the event when the next block
is generated; and 2) the adversary’s success at each round is
based on not only the adversary’s newly discovered blocks,
but also the honest miners’ newly discovered blocks.

Let α be the adversary’s storage power; µ be the expected
number of WinCounts that can be generated at each epoch;
X ,Y ∈ [0,n] be the number of WinCounts that the adversary
and the honest miners can obtain at an epoch; pa.win, ph.win
be the adversary and honest miners’ respective success rates;
and pdraw be the probability of the draw. Then we can obtain:

pa.win = ∑
X>Y

(
(µ∗α)X e−µ∗α

X!
∗ (µ∗ (1−α))Y e−µ∗(1−α)

Y !
)

ph.win = ∑
X<Y

(
(µ∗α)X e−µ∗α

X!
∗ (µ∗ (1−α))Y e−µ∗(1−α)

Y !
)

pdraw = ∑
X=Y

(
(µ∗α)X e−µ∗α

X!
∗ (µ∗ (1−α))Y e−µ∗(1−α)

Y !
)

(5)

7https://spec.filecoin.io/#section-algorithms.expected_consensus.chain-
selection

To solve the fork when two chains have equal weight, each
participant selects the chain of tipsets with the smallest final
ElectionProof ticket, which gives the adversary a 50% proba-
bility of winning. Therefore, by solving the draw, we can ob-
tain: pa.win = pa.win+ pdraw∗0.5, ph.win = ph.win+ pdraw∗0.5.
We calculate pa.win, ph.win on EC and indicate the result in
Fig. 2, where we compare pa.win between EC and NC. It is
clear that EC limits the adversary’s success rate at each epoch
when α < 50% due to the Poisson process-based WinCounts
generation. In the following sections, we only consider the
adversary with less than 50% of global storage power, and
we calculate pa.win at each state to evaluate the adversary’s
impacts.
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Figure 2: The probability that the adversary/honest miners
find more WinCounts (e.g., the adversary/honest miners win)
at each epoch on EC.

qz = 1 i f pa.win ≥ ph.win

qz = (
pa.win

ph.win
)z i f pa.win < ph.win

(6)

Insight 1. Putting Eq. 6 into Nakamoto’s evaluation [21],
we find that EC makes double-spending attacks more difficult
upon the assumption of honest majority.

Insight 2. Considering that 200 confirmations (approxi-
mately 100 minutes) are requested in EC, the success rate of
double spending in EC is rare.

4.2 Decentralization Rate
In PoW based cryptocurrencies, miners are incentivized to
join the mining pools, which derive some centralized nodes
in the network. However, in EC, the storage provider is not
willing to put much storage power into one node. Instead, the
storage provider deploys many miners in the network. We
simulate two cases: 1) the storage provider deploys one miner;
2) the storage provider deploys 10 miners in the network. The
result indicates that, while deploying multiple miners barely
affects the storage provider’s revenue (i.e., the number of
WinCounts) as shown in Fig. 3(a), the centralized storage
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power on a single miner would reduce the number of blocks
that the storage provider can obtain (as shown in Fig. 3(b)). It
would be interesting to further explore whether EC’s design
can help to decentralize the storage network.
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Figure 3: The storage provider’s revenue and block share after
100,000 rounds. We compare the case of a storage provider
with a single node versus one with 10 nodes.

4.3 EC’s “Achilles’ heel”

time

Figure 4: Illustration of the temporary block withholding.

In Fig. 4, we use dashed rectangles to represent blocks
hidden by the adversary in each epoch. In theory, the ad-
versary can withhold her private blocks without time bound.
However, the weight of the adversary’s private chain (i.e.,
the corresponding hidden tipsets) would decrease on expec-
tation after two withholding windows. Assuming that the
adversary generates and withholds three consecutive blocks
Be2,4,Be3,4,Be4,4 in epoch e2,e3,e4, these hidden blocks lead
to three hidden tipsets Te2,2,Te3,2,Te4,2, where Te2,2 includes
Be2,1,Be2,2,Be2,3,Be2,4; Te3,2 includes Be3,4; and Te4,2 in-
cludes Be4,4. Let Te2,1,Te3,1,Te4,1 be the public tipsets in
e2,e3,e4, where Te2,1 includes Be2,1,Be2,2,Be2,3; Te3,1 includes
Be3,1,Be3,2,Be3,3; and Te4,1 includes Be4,1,Be4,2,Be4,3. We il-
lustrate the public and hidden tipsets from e2 to e4 in Table 1.
The hidden tipsets exist in the epoch when the adversary
withholds the blocks, which are underlined.

As long as the adversary starts withholding the blocks,
she always has an advantage at the first withholding win-
dow, which favors the adversary to win the conflict at the

next withholding window. Such accumulated advantage on
block withholding would decrease in the upcoming consecu-
tive withholding epochs. For instance, the adversary’s hidden
WinCounts decreases from e2 to e4, as shown in Table 1.

Table 1: Public and hidden tipsets during the temporary block
withholding. Hidden tipsets are underlined.

Blocks Parents (Weight, WinCount)
Te2 ,1 Be2 ,1,Be2 ,2,Be2 ,3 Te1 ,1 (w(Te2 ,1),3)
Te2 ,2 Be2 ,1,Be2 ,2,Be2 ,3,Be2 ,4 Te1 ,1 (w(Te2 ,2),4)
Te3 ,1 Be3 ,1,Be3 ,2,Be3 ,3 Te2 ,1 (w(Te3 ,1),3)
Te3 ,2 Be3 ,4 Te2 ,2 (w(Te3 ,2),1)
Te4 ,1 Be4 ,1,Be4 ,2,Be4 ,3 Te3 ,1 (w(Te4 ,1),3)
Te4 ,2 Be4 ,4 Te3 ,2 (w(Te4 ,2),1)

4.4 Leveraging EC’s Shortcomings to With-
hold Blocks

Over the short term, i.e., two consecutive withholding epochs,
the adversary is able to increase her success rate to replace the
honest miners’ blocks. Precisely, the adversary withholds her
blocks in the first withholding epoch to generate the fork.
The adversary then goes to the second consecutive with-
holding epoch with some leading WinCounts, which gives
a natural advantage to the adversary who has more hidden
WinCounts. There is a non-negligible probability that honest
miners’ blocks would be replaced by the adversary’s hidden
WinCounts (we analyze the probability in Sections 5, 6, 7).
If such attacks happen frequently, the system’s security and
performance would be affected (we show the impacts in Sec-
tion 8).

5 Temporary Block Withholding Attack for
Replacing Honest Miners’ Blocks on EC
(TBW Attack 1.0)

This section introduces the strategy of TBW Attack 1.0 along-
side the adversary’s actions and algorithm. The Markov Deci-
sion Process (MDP) model is built to evaluate the impact of
TBW Attack 1.0 on an adversary’s revenue share.

5.1 Intuition
As we indicated in Section 4.3, the adversary always has an
accumulated advantage in epoch et+1 when she discovers and
withholds the block in epoch et . This advantage is eliminated
in the subsequent epochs et+2,et+3, ... if the adversary persists
in withholding the blocks, because the adversary’s success
rate would vastly decrease in the Gambler’s Ruin model (as
analyzed in Section 4.1). Therefore, we only consider two
consecutive block withholding epochs not only in TBW Attack
1.0, but also TBW Attack 2.0 and TBW Attack 3.0. Our intuition
is that this accumulated withholding advantage over the short
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term can help the adversary to use her private tipsets to replace
the public tipsets. If such replacement happens frequently, the
system’s stability and performance would be affected.

5.2 Model

5.2.1 Notations

• A denotes the adversary and H denotes the honest min-
ers;

• WinCounts denotes the units that miners can earn in each
epoch following the official specification of EC8;

• TChainpub,TChainprivate represent the public and pri-
vate chain of tipsets maintained by honest miners and
the adversary. We introduce TChainprivate as an abstrac-
tion to evaluate temporary block withholding attacks
following old-fashioned methods [9, 14, 22, 29];

• µ denotes the expected number of WinCounts that can
be generated in each epoch. Currently, µ is hard-coded
and equal to 5 in EC;

• n denotes the maximum number of WinCounts that can
be accepted in each epoch. Currently, n is hard-coded
and equal to 15 in EC9;

• Na(et),Nh(et) denote the number of WinCounts that the
adversary and honest miners can obtain in epoch et ;

• ωa denotes the number of accumulated hidden Win-
Counts and ωh denotes the number of accumulated pub-
lic WinCounts that conflict with the private chain of
tipsets.

5.2.2 Storage Power Distribution

In TBW Attack 1.0, we consider that the adversary’s storage
power share α is smaller than 50% and that honest miners
own the remaining 1−α of global storage power.

5.2.3 Fork Resolution

As indicated in Section 3.4, the weights of
TChainpub,TChainprivate are defined by total storage
power and the number of WinCounts. Considering the
window of TBW Attack 1.0 is only 2 epochs, where the
change of network storage is negligible, we assume that
the weights of TChainpub,TChainprivate are completely
determined by the number of WinCounts in our three attacks.
When there is conflict, the chain of tipsets with more

8https://spec.filecoin.io/#section-systems.filecoin_blockchain
9https://github.com/filecoin-project/lotus/blob/master/chain/types/election

proof.go

WinCounts would win. In terms of a draw, they have the same
chance of winning10.

5.3 Strategy
The main idea is as follows. The adversary A temporarily
withholds some blocks (i.e., WinCounts) to generate a fork,
then leverages the asymmetric information to execute actions
to optimize her success rate of replacing the honest miners’
WinCounts. We detail the adversary’s actions and the pseudo-
code for TBW Attack 1.0 as follows. Because the key metric
of solving the fork is the number of WinCounts but not blocks,
we use WinCounts to replace blocks when we talk about the
adversary’s actions. We emphasize that the withholding and
releasing of WinCounts in our three attacks mean the withhold-
ing and releasing of the blocks that include the corresponding
WinCounts (as introduced in Section 3.2).

5.3.1 Actions

• Adopt: the adversary accepts the public tipsetchain and
abandons her private WinCounts.

• Withhold: the adversary privately keeps her newly dis-
covered WinCounts.

• Override: the adversary uses her private tipsetchain to
replace the public tipsetchain.

• Match: the adversary releases her private tipsetchain to
match the public tipsetchain.

5.3.2 Algorithm

We use the abstraction of an adversary’s private chain of
tipsets (TChainprivate) to evaluate the impact of temporary
block-withholding behaviors. In each epoch, we define A’s
actions under different scenarios in Algorithm 1. Unlike in
traditional PoW based consensus protocols, both A and H
are able to obtain some WinCounts following the Poisson
distribution in each epoch. Therefore, the competition in EC’s
epoch is actually to compare the number of WinCounts that
A can obtain (Na(et)) and the number of WinCounts that H
can obtain (Nh(et)). As analyzed in Section 4.3, whenever A
obtains some WinCounts and two chains are equal (Algo. 1
line 7), A withholds the WinCounts. If A does not obtain
any WinCount in the epoch and two tipsetchains are equal
(Algo 1 line 11), then A adopts TChainpub. If A’s accumu-
lated hidden WinCounts (ωa) are more than the accumulated
public WinCounts (ωh) that conflict with hidden WinCounts
and two chains are not equal (Algo 1 line 19), then A uses
her hidden WinCounts to replace the public conflicting Win-
Counts. If A’s accumulated hidden WinCounts (ωa) are less

10https://spec.filecoin.io/#section-algorithms.expected_consensus.selecting-
between-tipsets-with-equal-weight
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than the accumulated public WinCounts (ωh) that conflict
with hidden WinCounts and two chains are not equal (Algo. 1
line 22), then A abandons her hidden WinCounts and adopts
TChainpub. When two chains are not equal and their weights
are equal (Algo. 1 line 25), then A releases the hidden Win-
Counts, which leads to a draw and A ,H have equal chances
to win.

Algorithm 1 TBW Attack 1.0
TChainpub← the heaviest chain of tipsets
TChainprivate← the heaviest chain of tipsets
syn=True//two chains are equal
ωa=0
ωh=0

1: At epoch et
2: A obtains Na(et) WinCounts
3: H obtains Nh(et) WinCounts
4: if ωa==0 and ωh==0 and syn==True
5: tipsetchainpub ← Nh(et) WinCounts
6: tipsetchainprivate ← Nh(et) WinCounts
7: if Na(et)!=0 //withhold
8: ωa+=Na(et)
9: tipsetchainprivate← Na(et) WinCounts

10: syn=False
11: else //adopt
12: tipsetchainprivate=tipsetchainpub
13: ωa=0;ωh=0;syn=True
14: else
15: ωa+=Na(et)
16: ωh+=Nh(et)
17: tipsetchainpub ← Nh(et) WinCounts
18: tipsetchainprivate ← Na(et) WinCounts
19: if ωa>ωh //override
20: tipsetchainpub=tipsetchainprivate
21: ωa=0;ωh=0;syn=True
22: else if ωa<ωh //adopt
23: tipsetchainprivate=tipsetchainpub
24: ωa=0;ωh=0;syn=True
25: else //match
26: if A wins (50% probability)
27: Execute line 20, 21
28: else H wins (50% probability)
29: Execute line 23, 24

5.4 Markov Decision Process
To evaluate the impact of the adversary’s strategy, we detail
the MDP model as follows.

5.4.1 States

Each state is represented by the number of leading WinCounts
that the adversary has on her private tipsetchain versus the

...

...
...

Figure 5: The Markov decision process of TBW Attack 1.0. We
use ∆1,∆2 to denote two slots in different epochs when there
are forks. ∆1 represents the ending time of the assemblage
of the first pair of conflicting tipsets, and ∆2 represents the
ending time of the assemblage of the second consecutive pair
of conflicting tipsets.

public tipsetchain. a1,a2, ...,an denote the states that the ad-
versary has 1,2, ...,n leading WinCounts, and h1,h2, ...,hn de-
note the states that the honest miners have 1,2, ...,n leading
WinCounts. 0′ denotes the state in which the adversary and
the honest miners have equal weight, but the tipsetchains are
not same. We only consider two withholding windows, which
are represented by ∆1,∆2. The entire state space is denoted by
set S : {s0,s∆1,a1 , ...,s∆1,an ,s∆2,a1 , ...,s∆2,an ,s∆2,h1 , ...,s∆2,hn ,
s∆2,0′}.

5.4.2 Transition probability

We summarize 7 types of transitions in Table 2, where s∆1,ak
notes the kth,k ∈ [1,n] state after the first withholding window
∆1, where the adversary withholds her private WinCounts to
generate fork. The adversary then releases her private Win-
Counts after the second withholding window ∆2. As a con-
sequence, we have three types of states after ∆2, which are
represented by s∆2,ai (the ith,k ∈ [1,n] winning state after the
second withholding window ∆2), s∆2,hi (the ith,k ∈ [1,n] loss
state after the second withholding window ∆2), and s∆2,0′ (the
draw state after the second withholding window ∆2). We list
transition probabilities in Table 2.

5.4.3 State probability

We calculate state probabilities based on Fig. 5. Let P0 be
the probability of state s0, P∆1,ak be the probability of state
s∆1,ak , and P∆2,ak be the probability of state s∆2,ak . Then we
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Table 2: State transition of TBW Attack 1.0. X ,Y represent the number of WinCounts that A ,H can obtain in the second
consecutive withholding epoch.

State Action Resulting State Transition Probability Reward (ra,rh)
s0 adopt s0 e−µ∗α (0,µ∗ (1−α))

s0 withhold s∆1,ak
(µ∗α)k

k! ∗ e−µ∗α (0,µ∗ (1−α))

s∆1,ak override s∆2,ai ∑0≤X≤n,0≤Y≤n,X+k-Y=i(
(µ∗α)X

X! ∗ e−µ ∗ (µ∗(1−α))Y

Y ! ) (µ∗α+k,0)

s∆1,ak adopt s∆2,hi ∑0≤X≤n,0≤Y≤n,Y-X-k=i(
(µ∗α)X

X! ∗ e−µ ∗ (µ∗(1−α))Y

Y ! ) (0,µ∗ (1−α))

s∆1,ak match s∆2,0′ ∑0≤X≤n,0≤Y≤n,X+k=Y (
(µ∗α)X

X! ∗ e−µ ∗ (µ∗(1−α))Y

Y ! ) (µ∗α+k,0) or (0,µ∗ (1−α))
s∆2 adopt s0 e−µ∗α (0,µ∗ (1−α))

s∆2 withhold s∆1,ak
(µ∗α)k

k! ∗ e−µ∗α (0,µ∗ (1−α))

can obtain:



P0 ∗ (1− e−µ∗α) = (
i=n

∑
i=1

(P∆2,ai +P∆2,hi )+P∆2 ,0′ )∗ e−µ∗α

∀k ∈ [1,n] : P∆1 ,ak = (
i=n

∑
i=1

(P∆2 ,ai +P∆2 ,hi )+P∆2 ,0′ +P0)

∗ (µ∗α)k

k!
∗ e−µ∗α

∀i ∈ [1,n] : P∆2 ,ai =
k=n

∑
k=1

(P∆1 ,ak ∗ ∑
0≤X≤n,0≤Y≤n,X+k-Y=i

(
(µ∗α)X

X!
∗ e−µ ∗ (µ∗ (1−α))Y

Y !
))

∀i ∈ [1,n] : P∆2 ,hi =
k=n

∑
k=1

(P∆1 ,ak ∗ ∑
0≤X≤n,0≤Y≤n,Y-X-k=i

(
(µ∗α)X

X!
∗ e−µ ∗ (µ∗ (1−α))Y

Y !
))

P∆2,0′ =
k=n

∑
k=1

(P∆1 ,ak ∗ ∑
0≤X≤n,0≤Y≤n,X+k=Y

(
(µ∗α)X

X!
∗

e−µ ∗ (µ∗ (1−α))Y

Y !
))

P0 +
k=n

∑
k=1

P∆1 ,ak +
i=n

∑
i=1

(P∆2 ,ai +P∆2 ,hi )+P∆2 ,0′ = 1

(7)

By solving Eq. 7 (see detailed calculations in Appendix A),
we can obtain:



P0 =
e−µ∗α

2− e−µ∗α

∀k ∈ [1,n] : P∆1 ,ak =
1

2− e−µ∗α ∗
(µ∗α)k

k!
∗ e−µ∗α

∀i ∈ [1,n] : P∆2 ,ai =
k=n

∑
k=1

(
1

2− e−µ∗α ∗
(µ∗α)k

k!
∗ e−µ∗α∗

∑
0≤X≤n,0≤Y≤n,X+k-Y=i

(
(µ∗α)X

X!

∗ e−µ ∗ (µ∗ (1−α))Y

Y !
))

∀i ∈ [1,n] : P∆2 ,hi =
k=n

∑
k=1

(
1

2− e−µ∗α ∗
(µ∗α)k

k!
∗ e−µ∗α∗

∑
0≤X≤n,0≤Y≤n,Y-X-k=i

(
(µ∗α)X

X!

∗ e−µ ∗ (µ∗ (1−α))Y

Y !
))

P∆2 ,0′ =
k=n

∑
k=1

(
1

2− e−µ∗α ∗
(µ∗α)k

k!
∗ e−µ∗α∗

∑
0≤X≤n,0≤Y≤n,X+k=Y

(
(µ∗α)X

X!

∗ e−µ ∗ (µ∗ (1−α))Y

Y !
))

(8)

5.4.4 Expected revenue and revenue share

Let Ra,Rh be the expected revenue of the adversary and the
honest miners, respectively. According to Table 2, we can
obtain:
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Ra =
i=n

∑
i=1

k=n

∑
k=1

(P∆1 ,ak ∗ ∑
0≤X≤n,0≤Y≤n,X+k-Y=i

(
(µ∗α)X

X!

∗ e−µ ∗ (µ∗ (1−α))Y

Y !
)∗ (µ∗α+ k))+0.5∗

k=n

∑
k=1

∗ (P∆1 ,ak ∗ ∑
0≤X≤n,0≤Y≤n,X+k=Y

(
(µ∗α)X

X!
∗ e−µ∗

(µ∗ (1−α))Y

Y !
)∗ (µ∗α+ k))

Rh =
i=n

∑
i=1

k=n

∑
k=1

(P∆1 ,ak ∗ ∑
0≤X≤n,0≤Y≤n,Y-X-k=i

(
(µ∗α)X

X!

∗ e−µ ∗ (µ∗ (1−α))Y

Y !
)∗µ∗ (1−α))+0.5∗

k=n

∑
k=1

∗ (P∆1 ,ak ∗ ∑
0≤X≤n,0≤Y≤n,X+k=Y

(
(µ∗α)X

X!
∗ e−µ∗

(µ∗ (1−α))Y

Y !
)∗µ∗ (1−α))+(P0 +

i=n

∑
i=1

(P∆2 ,ai+

P∆2 ,hi )+P∆2 ,0′ )∗µ∗ (1−α)

(9)

Let RSa be the expected revenue share of the adversary.
Simply, we have RSa =

Ra
Ra+Rh

, which can be solved by using
the expressions of Ra,Rh in Eq. 9. We use RSa as the key
metric to evaluate the impact of temporary block withhold-
ing attacks in EC. We show the results of solving the MDP
equations in Section 8 and compare them with results of the
Monte Carlo simulations.

6 Temporary Block Withholding Attack for
Splitting Honest Miners (TBW Attack 2.0)

In this section, we take honest miners’ diversity into account.
Precisely, this diversity relies on the fact that different hon-
est miners may have different transmission cutoff times11,
and some rational miners assemble their blocks after the de-
fault cutoff time and update their tipsets12, which have been
detected by Filecoin’s network monitors [11, 12] (i.e., some
tipsets include the blocks that are generated after the default
transmission cutoff time). We do not repeat the same proce-
dures described in TBW Attack 1.0, but we present key updates
of TBW Attack 2.0.

6.1 Intuition
The adversary leverages the cutoff time delay between altru-
istic miners and rational miners to generate forks. By doing
so, the adversary not only splits the honest miners, but also
further optimizes her revenue share thanks to the rational min-
ers’ collaboration (i.e., the rational miners would work on
the adversary’s branch as long as the adversary releases her
private WinCounts after the altruistic miners’ transmission
cutoff time).

11https://spec.filecoin.io/#section-systems.filecoin_mining.storage_mining.
mining_cycle.epochtiming

12https://github.com/filecoin-project/lotus/blob/master/miner/miner.go#L184

6.2 Model

The model TBW Attack 1.0 is similar except for the types of
participants. Let δ be the default transmission cutoff time. We
define the participants in TBW Attack 2.0 as follows.

• Attacker A . She can withhold the WinCounts in epoch
et+1 when she is elected as the leader at epoch et .

• Altruistic miners AH . They completely obey the de-
fault transmission cutoff time. At each epoch, they would
not change their tipsets after δ even if new blocks arrive
afterwards.

• Rational miners R H . In each epoch, they update their
tipsets when some blocks arrive after δ. They frequently
check valid and available WinCounts in the network to
optimize the weight of their tipsets. In this paper, the
rational behavior of honest miners is defined as: miners
postpone the cutoff time to try to include more blocks
in their tipsets; meanwhile, they must ensure that their
blocks can be produced before the end of the epoch and
can be released when the next epoch starts.

6.3 Strategy

The adversary has a new action in TBW Attack 2.0 compared
to TBW Attack 1.0, as follows.

• Cutoff Time (CT) release: the adversary releases her
private WinCounts at δ′, which is greater than the default
transmission cutoff time δ but smaller than the epoch
time (δ < δ′ < 30s). As a consequence, AH would not
accept adversary’s WinCounts, but R H would adopt
them to update their tipsets. The adversary therefore
can split AH and R H , and attract R H to work on
her branch. “release” is actually the common part of
actions override, adopt, and match. In TBW Attack 2.0,
this common part is executed in advance by action CT
release. Therefore, action override, adopt, and match
in TBW Attack 2.0 only reflect the replacement of tipsets
between TChainpub and TChainprivate.

We update the algorithm based on action CT release for TBW
Attack 2.0, which is attached in Appendix B.

6.4 Markov Decision Process

We introduce a new state s′
∆1,ak

(i.e., the state between s∆1,ak

and s∆2
13) in TBW Attack 2.0 because of the adversary’s

new action CT release. The main effect of this action is
to shift R H ’s storage power λ completely from TChainpub
to TChainprivate. We summarize the updated transitions along

13State s∆2 includes state s∆2 ,ai ,s∆2 ,hi ,and s∆2,0′ .
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with the transition probabilities in Table 3, where R H ’s stor-
age power is shifted from state s∆1,ak to state s′

∆1,ak
, which in-

creases the probability of arriving in state s∆2,ai and decreases
the probability of arriving in state s∆2,hi . This would increase
the success rate of the adversary’s branch to be accepted.

In terms of reward distribution (ra,rh), from s′
∆1,ak

to s∆2,ai ,
we have (ra,rh)=(µ ∗α+ k,µ ∗ λ); from s′

∆1,ak
to s∆2,hi , we

have (ra,rh)=(0,µ∗ (1−α−λ); and from s′
∆1,ak

to s∆2,0′ , we
have (ra,rh)=(µ ∗α+ k,µ ∗λ) or (ra,rh)=(0,µ ∗ (1−α−λ).
We indicate the results in Section 8.

7 Temporary Block Withholding Attack with
Front Epoch Prediction (TBW Attack 3.0)

Our third attack is based on the fact that each participant is
able to get the randomness beacon one epoch in advance14.
This would further optimize A’s revenue share.

7.1 Intuition
In TBW Attack 1.0 and TBW Attack 2.0, the adversary with-
holds all WinCounts that she obtains at state s0, which drives
the first pair of conflicting tipsets. Although this withhold-
ing action accumulates an advantage for TChainprivate, the
adversary risks losing all of her private WinCounts in the next
epoch, mainly due to the fact that the adversary might not
be elected as the leader in the next epoch (i.e., the adversary
obtains 0 WinCounts). This probability increases as the ad-
versary’s storage power decreases. Consequently, the crux
for the adversary with a small hash power is, why should the
adversary withhold WinCounts since she has a low chance to
be selected as the leader in the next epoch? In TBW Attack
3.0, the adversary makes the decision depending on not only
the number of WinCounts she can obtain at the current epoch,
but also whether she would be elected as the leader in the next
epoch, which we call Front Epoch Prediction. This updated
strategy can further lower the threshold of launching such
attacks.

7.2 Model
The model is as same as TBW Attack 2.0. In TBW Attack 3.0,
we also consider that AH ,R H share the storage power of
the honest miners.

7.3 Strategy
We introduce a new action in TBW Attack 3.0 as follows.

• Front Epoch Prediction (FEP) withhold. The adver-
sary withholds the WinCounts only when she is elected

14https://github.com/filecoin-project/lotus/blob/3e6c482229fb4230b871f2d2
baab2357077482df/miner/miner.go#L424

as the leader in two consecutive epochs via the front
execution of the randomness beacon of the next epoch.

We update the algorithm based on action FEP withhold for
TBW Attack 3.0, which is attached in Appendix C.

7.4 Markov Decision Process
The updates of the MDP model between TBW Attack 2.0 and
TBW Attack 3.0 are the transition probabilities because of
action FEP withhold. We summarize the updated transition
probabilities in Table 4, where the transition probability from
s0 to s∆1,ak in TBW Attack 3.0 decreases compared to TBW
Attack 1.0, 2.0 due to the fact that the adversary needs to be
elected as the leader in two consecutive epochs. This further
increases the transition probability between s∆1,ak and s∆2,ai ,
and it decreases the transition probability between s∆1,ak and
s∆2,hi . As a result, the adversary with small storage power
would be able to increase her revenue share and thus can
launch TBW Attack 3.0 to harm the system. We indicate the
effects of this updated strategy in Section 8.

8 The Impacts of TBW Attacks in EC

This section evaluates the impacts of our three attacks in
EC with a focus on system security and performance. We
first introduce the methodology and then present the results.
Finally, we provide implications and insights based on our
findings.

8.1 Methodology
We calculate the expected revenue of A ,AH ,R H in our
three attacks based on the MDP models, which allows us to
estimate the expected revenue share and stale block rate. We
build Monte Carlo simulators for our attacks respectively to
mimic the behaviors of different types of participants. We in-
dicate that the results of mathematical expectations via MDP
models match the results of Monte Carlo simulations.

Monte Carlo Simulators. We build Monte Carlo simu-
lators for our three attacks based on the algorithms in Sec-
tion 5, 6, 7. We will release the source code as long as the
shortcomings of EC are fixed by Protocol Labs15, the main-
tainer of Filecoin. The results of our three attacks in this paper
are based on 100 epochs with 100,000 rounds of Monte Carlo
simulations.

8.2 Results
We use two metrics, revenue share and stale block rate, to
evaluate the impacts of our attacks on EC. In particular, we
use the former to capture the impact of our attacks on EC’s
security and the latter to evaluate EC’s performance. Both

15https://protocol.ai/
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Table 3: Updated state transitions of TBW Attack 2.0. λ represents the storage power share of R H . X represents the number of
WinCounts that A and R H can obtain in the second consecutive withholding epoch, while Y represents the number of WinCounts
that AH can obtain in the second consecutive withholding epoch.

State Action Resulting State Transition Probability Reward (ra,rh)
s∆1,ak CT release s′

∆1,ak
1 (0,0)

s′
∆1,ak

override s∆2,ai ∑0≤X≤n,0≤Y≤n,X+k-Y=i(
(µ∗(α+λ))X

X! ∗ e−µ ∗ (µ∗(1−α−λ))Y

Y ! ) (µ∗α+ k,µ∗λ)

s′
∆1,ak

adopt s∆2,hi ∑0≤X≤n,0≤Y≤n,Y-X-k=i(
(µ∗(α+λ))X

X! ∗ e−µ ∗ (µ∗(1−α−λ))Y

Y ! ) (0,µ∗ (1−α−λ))

s′
∆1,ak

match s∆2,0′ ∑0≤X≤n,0≤Y≤n,X+k=Y (
(µ∗(α+λ))X

X! ∗ e−µ ∗ (µ∗(1−α−λ))Y

Y ! )
(µ∗α+ k,µ∗λ) or
(0,µ∗ (1−α−λ))

s∆2 CT release s′
∆1,ak

1 (0,0)

Table 4: The updated transition probabilities of TBW Attack 3.0. X1,X2 represent the number of WinCounts that A can obtain in
the first and second consecutive withholding epoch (X1 +X2 = k), and Z,Y note the number of WinCounts that R H ,AH can
obtain in the second consecutive withholding epoch.

State Action Resulting State Transition Probability Reward (ra,rh)
s0 adopt s0 2∗ e−µ∗α− e−2∗µ∗α (0,µ∗ (1−α))

s0 FEP withhold s∆1,ak ∑0<X1<n,0<X2<n,X1+X2=k(
(µ∗α)X1

X1! ∗ e−2∗µ∗α ∗ (µ∗α)X2

X2! ) (0,µ∗ (1−α))

s∆1,ak CT release s′
∆1,ak

1 (0,0)

s′
∆1,ak

override s∆2,ai ∑0≤Z≤n,0≤Y≤n,k+Z-Y=i(
(µ∗λ)Z

Z! ∗ e−µ∗(1−α) ∗ (µ∗(1−α−λ))Y

Y ! ) (k,µ∗λ)

s′
∆1,ak

adopt s∆2,hi ∑0≤Z≤n,0≤Y≤n,Y-Z-k=i(
(µ∗λ)Z

Z! ∗ e−µ∗(1−α) ∗ (µ∗(1−α−λ))Y

Y ! ) (0,µ∗ (1−α−λ))

s′
∆1,ak

match s∆2,0′ ∑0≤Z≤n,0≤Y≤n,k+Z=Y (
(µ∗λ)Z

Z! ∗ e−µ∗(1−α) ∗ (µ∗(1−α−λ))Y

Y ! )
(k,µ∗λ) or
(0,µ∗ (1−α−λ))

s∆2 adopt s0 2∗ e−µ∗α− e−2∗µ∗α (0,µ∗ (1−α))

s∆2 FEP withhold s∆1,ak ∑0<X1<n,0<X2<n,X1+X2=k(
(µ∗α)X1

X1! ∗ e−2∗µ∗α ∗ (µ∗α)X2

X2! ) (0,µ∗ (1−α))
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metrics are applied in MDP models and Monte Carlo sim-
ulations; the results are as follows. Moreover, we discuss
the minimum storage power the adversary needs to harm the
system depending on the impacts.
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Figure 6: The expected revenue share of TBW Attack 1.0.

8.2.1 Revenue Share

As we have defined in Section 5.4.4, the adversary’s revenue
share reflects the ratio of adversary’s revenue to global rev-
enue. This metric has been widely used to analyze the mining
re-centralization issue [9], mining fairness [4], and incentive
compatibility [14] in PoW based blockchains. We use it to
evaluate how much revenue the adversary can gain with α of
the global storage power in EC.

Result 1. The result of our first attack anchors the threshold
of breaking EC’s mining fairness where the system is in per-
fect implementation and every participant is altruistic except
the adversary. As shown in Fig. 6, in the standard case of TBW
Attack 1.0, the threshold is α = 38.5%. When the adversary’s
storage power is sufficient, she can optimize her strategy here
by accumulating many WinCounts to start TBW Attack 1.0.
We use BL to represent the number of leading WinCounts
that the adversary can obtain in the first withholding window
and use it as the precondition to start TBW Attack 1.0. In the
optimized case, the threshold is in the range of [35%,38.5%].

Result 2. The result of our second attack reveals the vul-
nerability of EC due to the fact that altruism is not trusted
in the decentralized network [6] and some rational behaviors
have been detected in Filecoin (as discussed in Section 6).
As shown in Fig. 7(a), in the presence of R H who owns
λ of global storage power, TBW Attack 2.0 significantly de-
creases the threshold of breaking EC’s mining fairness. For
instance, the threshold would be approximately 10%, 15%,
22%, 26%, and 33% if λ is equal to 0.5, 0.4, 0.3, 0.2, and
0.1, respectively. Importantly, AH would suffer a loss even if

the threshold of breaking the mining fairness is not reached.
As shown in Fig. 7(b), the adversary with a small storage
power share (e.g., 1%, 2%) is able to decrease AH ’s revenue
share when λ = 0.5. The result is justified by the fact that the
small miner leverages R H ’s storage power to beat AH . As
a consequence, R H would benefit from TBW Attack 2.0 (as
shown in Fig. 7(c)).

Result 3. The result of our third attack further amplifies
the vulnerability of EC. By leveraging action FEP release,
the adversary is able to optimize her revenue share, since she
starts the attack only when she can be elected in two consecu-
tive epochs. As shown in Fig. 8(a), the threshold of breaking
mining fairness integrally decreases compared with the result
of TBW Attack 2.0. By contrast, the impacts on AH ’s loss
(as shown in Fig. 8(b)) and R H ’s increment (as shown in
Fig. 8(c)) slightly decreases. The main reason is the fact that
action FEP release converges all state probabilities in the
second consecutive withholding epoch. It is remarkable that
TBW Attack 3.0 renders the adversary with a small storage
power more threatening to the system. For instance, the ad-
versary is able to decrease AH ’s revenue share when α = 5%
and λ = 0.5 without a loss of revenue share in TBW Attack
3.0, but with a loss revenue share in TBW Attack 2.0.

8.2.2 Stale Block Rate

Stale block rate has been widely used to evaluate the perfor-
mance of PoW based blockchains [14]. In this evaluation, we
use this metric to evaluate EC’s performance. We assume that
one WinCount is equal to one block by considering two facts:
1) the owner of storage space normally implements multiple
miners to join EC; and 2) it is rare that one block includes
more than one WinCount [11, 12]. The stale block rate is
then estimated by using the number of orphaned WinCounts
to divided by the total number of WinCounts. Results are as
follows.

Result 4. Our three attacks increase the stale block rate,
which decreases Filecoin’s transaction throughput. As shown
in Fig. 9, the adversary with a small storage power would
(α < 5%) benefit from a high value of λ, which reflects the
fact that R H assists A to beat AH in the mining competition.
When α > 5%, there exists an optimal λ at which the adver-
sary maximizes her impact on EC’s transaction throughput.
Remarkably, the adversary with 2% of the network storage
is able to cause a 5% stale block rate as shown in Fig. 9(a),
which reveals that TBW Attack 2.0 is severely threatening to
Filecoin’s performance in terms of transaction throughput.

8.3 Insights and Countermeasures

Our results indicate that EC is vulnerable to temporary block
withholding attacks. While it is proved that EC’s designs can
effectively prevent double spending attacks, its shortcomings
can be leveraged by the adversary to harm a system’s mining
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Figure 7: The results of TBW Attack 2.0. λ represents R H ’s storage power share.
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Figure 8: The results of TBW Attack 3.0. λ represents R H ’s storage power share.
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Figure 9: The results of stale rate. λ represents R H ’s storage
power share.

fairness and decrease its performance. Over the long term, our
three attacks are able to evict some profit-driven miners from
the system since their revenue shares are decreased, which
would affect system stability. In particular, the adversary with
a small network storage is able to launch TBW Attack 2.0,3.0
without suffering loss of revenue share, which implicates EC’s
vulnerability.

We provide countermeasures to mitigate temporary block
withholding attacks as follows.

8.3.1 Synchronizing Filecoin network and drand nework

TBW Attack 3.0 would be impossible if Front Epoch Pre-
diction is prevented. In fact, this can be simply fixed by
synchronizing Filecoin network and drand network; doing
this would ensure no one can get the randomness beacon in
advance. However, we do not know whether this creates other
issues. For instance, the miner with better network connectiv-
ity would be able to get the randomness beacon earlier than
others, which amplifies the diversity that might be leveraged
by TBW Attack 2.0. We will further explore the feasibility of
this scheme.

8.3.2 Adjusting the default transmission cutoff time

AH obeys the default protocol, which does not accept blocks
after the default transmission cutoff time. The adversary lever-
ages this setting to launch TBW Attack 2.0. If the default
transmission cutoff time is adjusted properly, AH would be
able to assemble tipsets like R H and update their tipsets as
much as possible in the epoch. This would make it difficult
for the adversary to split the honest miners. However, consid-
ering the fact that different miners have different capacities to
execute PoSt mechanism to prove the validity and consistency
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of storage, the diversity of honest miners would still exist in
the network. TBW Attack 2.0 might have an updated strategy
to adopt it.

8.3.3 Monitoring the network

Since 2013, network monitors [5, 8, 16, 20, 23] have been
widely deployed in cryptocurrencies (e.g., Bitcoin, Ethereum,
Monero) to evaluate and track network performance, which
could lead to some potential issues. For instance, by moni-
toring the network, one can estimate fork rate (or stale block
rate), which is often used to analyze blockchain’s security
and performance [7, 14]. To mitigate TBW attack 2.0, we sug-
gest deploying monitors in the Filecoin network in order to
track system performance and detect anomalous behaviors.
For instance, from data we collected from September 2021 to
September 2022, the fork rate was approximately 2% to 3%.
Based on this, an increased fork rate suggests an anomaly.
Besides, a miner is suspected to be malicious if her blocks
frequently arrive in other nodes after the cutoff time (this
can observed via the monitoring nodes). Though it remains
challenging to detect attackers (e.g., delayed blocks might be
because of loose network connections), the monitor would
help the community to lock the suspects. Furthermore, if the
default cutoff time is increased properly (e.g., from the 15th

to the 20th second of each epoch), the adversary who wants to
launch TBW Attack 2.0 must withhold her blocks longer than
15 seconds, which is obviously longer than the normal block
propagation delay in Internet-based peer-to-peer networks. If
this anomalous delay is frequently observed by the monitor,
an attack can be detected with high probability. Recall that all
miners have been registered in the power table, and Filecoin
has deployed an audit protocol to punish some malicious be-
haviors16. A network monitor would help to alleviate TBW
Attack 2.0, since they would be punished as long as they are
detected.

9 Conclusion

In this paper, we first conduct a novel study of Filecoin’s
consensus layer. In particular, we deconstruct EC by con-
sidering some well-established properties, which not only
helps improve our understanding of EC’s mechanisms and
sub-protocols, but also illustrates the dis/advantages of EC’s
design. We then propose three temporary block withholding
attacks to challenge EC. Our first attack anchors the adver-
sary’s threshold in cases where there is no implementation
issue and every participant is altruistic and honest. Our sec-
ond attack splits honest miners and decreases the adversary’s
threshold by leveraging miners’ rationality. Our third attack
further optimizes the adversary’s threshold based on the sec-
ond attack. We built MDP models and Monte Carlo simula-

16https://spec.filecoin.io/#section-algorithms.expected_consensus.consen
sus-faults

tions to evaluate the impacts of the three attacks. Our results
indicate that such temporary block withholding attacks are
threatening in Filecoin’s current settings. For instance, the
adversary with 1% of the network storage is able to launch the
attack without suffering a loss of revenue share, which is rare
in PoW based blockchains. Moreover, we indicated that such
attacks can affect Filecoin’s performance in terms of trans-
action throughput, which implicates another vulnerability of
EC. Finally, we provide our insights and countermeasures.
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A Probability Calculation Based on MDP
Model

Let P∆1 ,P∆2 be the sum of the probabilities of all states at
∆1,∆2, simply, we have:

P0 +P∆1 +P∆2 = 1
P∆2 = P∆1

P∆1 = (P0 +P∆2)∗ (1− e−µ∗α)

(10)

By solving 10, we can obtain:

P0 =
e−µ∗α

2− e−µ∗α

P∆1 =
1− e−µ∗α

2− e−µ∗α

P∆2 =
1− e−µ∗α

2− e−µ∗α

(11)

Putting Eq. 11 into Eq. 7, we can get all state probabilities,
which are indicated in Eq. 8.

B Algorithm of TBW Attack 2.0

Algorithm 2 TBW Attack 2.0
tipsetchainpub← the heaviest tipsetchain
tipsetchainprivate← the heaviest tipsetchain
syn=True//two tipsetchains are equal
ωa=0
ωah=0
ωrh=0

1: At epoch et
2: A obtains Na(et) WinCounts
3: AH obtains Nah(et) WinCounts
4: R H obtains Nrh(et) WinCounts
5: if ωa==0 and ωah==0 and ωrh==0 and syn==True
6: tipsetchainpub ← Nah(et) WinCounts
7: tipsetchainpub ← Nrh(et) WinCounts
8: tipsetchainprivate ← Nah(et) WinCounts
9: tipsetchainprivate ← Nrh(et) WinCounts

10: if Na(et)!=0 //withhold
11: ωa+=Na(et)
12: tipsetchainprivate← Na(et) WinCounts
13: syn=False
14: else //adopt
15: tipsetchainprivate=tipsetchainpub
16: ωa=0;ωah=0;ωrh=0;syn=True
17: else
18: ωa+=Na(et)
19: ωah+=Nah(et)
20: ωrh+=Nrh(et)
21: tipsetchainpub ← Nah(et) WinCounts
22: tipsetchainprivate ← Na(et) WinCounts
23: tipsetchainprivate ← Nrh(et) WinCounts
24: if ωa +ωrh>ωah //override
25: tipsetchainpub=tipsetchainprivate
26: ωa=0;ωah=0;ωrh=0;syn=True
27: else if ωa +ωrh<ωah //adopt
28: tipsetchainprivate=tipsetchainpub
29: ωa=0;ωah=0;ωrh=0;syn=True
30: else //match
31: if A wins (50% probability)
32: Execute line 25, 26
33: else H wins (50% probability)
34: Execute line 28, 29

C Algorithm of TBW Attack 3.0
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Algorithm 3 TBW Attack 3.0
tipsetchainpub← the heaviest tipsetchain
tipsetchainprivate← the heaviest tipsetchain
syn=True//two tipsetchains are equal
ωa=0;ωah=0;ωrh=0

1: At epoch e0
2: A obtains Na(e0) WinCounts
3: A obtains Na(e1) WinCounts
4: AH obtains Nah(e0) WinCounts
5: R H obtains Nrh(e0) WinCounts
6: tipsetchainpub ← Nah(e0) WinCounts
7: tipsetchainpub ← Nrh(e0) WinCounts
8: tipsetchainprivate ← Nah(e0) WinCounts
9: tipsetchainprivate ← Nrh(e0) WinCounts

10: if Na(e0)!=0 and Na(e1)!=0
11: ωa+=Na(e0)
12: tipsetchainprivate← Na(e0) WinCounts
13: syn=False
14: else if Na(e0)!=0 and Na(e1)==0
15: tipsetchainpub ← Na(e0) WinCounts
16: tipsetchainprivate ← Na(e0) WinCounts
17: ωa=0;ωah=0;ωrh=0;syn=True
18: else
19: tipsetchainprivate=tipsetchainpub
20: ωa=0;ωah=0;ωrh=0;syn=True
21: At epoch et(t > 0)
22: A obtains Na(et+1) WinCounts
23: AH obtains Nah(et) WinCounts
24: R H obtains Nrh(et) WinCounts
25: if ωa==0 and ωah==0 and ωrh==0 and syn==True
26: tipsetchainpub ← Nah(et) WinCounts
27: tipsetchainpub ← Nrh(et) WinCounts
28: tipsetchainprivate ← Nah(et) WinCounts
29: tipsetchainprivate ← Nrh(et) WinCounts

30: if Na(et)!=0 and Na(et+1)!=0
31: ωa+=Na(et)
32: tipsetchainprivate← Na(et) WinCounts
33: syn=False
34: else if Na(et)!=0 and Na(et+1)==0
35: tipsetchainpub ← Na(et) WinCounts
36: tipsetchainprivate ← Na(et) WinCounts
37: ωa=0;ωah=0;ωrh=0;syn=True
38: else
39: tipsetchainprivate=tipsetchainpub
40: ωa=0;ωah=0;ωrh=0;syn=True
41: else
42: ωa+=Na(et)
43: ωah+=Nah(et)
44: ωrh+=Nrh(et)
45: tipsetchainpub ← Nah(et) WinCounts
46: tipsetchainprivate ← Na(et) WinCounts
47: tipsetchainprivate ← Nrh(et) WinCounts
48: if ωa +ωrh>ωah //override
49: tipsetchainpub=tipsetchainprivate
50: ωa=0;ωah=0;ωrh=0;syn=True
51: else if ωa +ωrh<ωah //adopt
52: tipsetchainprivate=tipsetchainpub
53: ωa=0;ωah=0;ωrh=0;syn=True
54: else //match
55: if A wins (50% probability)
56: Execute line 49, 50
57: else H wins (50% probability)
58: Execute line 52, 53
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